ENTREX LEGAL SETTLEMENT MARKET - FAQs
Q: Why a Regulatory Compliant Legal Settlement
Market?”
A: In 2018 the United States Securities and Exchange
Commission suggested $2.9 trillion was traded via
“exempt” private securities.
In addition the United States
Small
Business
Administration suggests that
90% of private transactions
are from with 75 miles of the
company.
The Entrex Legal Settlement
Market brings exposure,
credibility and liquidity to
Legal Settlement Investors
through a trading platform
and the regulated entities
that serve the buy and sell
side
of these transactions.
.

Q: Can Individuals have an account on the Entrex
Legal Settlement Market.
A: Yes. Contact your Broker or Registered Investment Advisor
to set up an account accordingly.

Q: How do I see my State Based Portfolio and
companies to buy and sell in the Market:

Legal Settlements trade on
the Net Present Value of
the designated settlement
through the calculation of
risk of receipt and time
associated with receipt of
funds from the defendant’s
settlement.

A: Once your account is set up you received an “Owner
Portal” which allow you to see available offerings, place
“Buy-Order” to buy offerings – or issued “Sell-Orders” to
offer your security to sell.

Securities are issued and sold pursuant to State and
Federal regulations through regulated entities.
Entrex’s serves;

Local Investors; Investing Locally.

Q: Are Legal Settlement Securities Different on
Entrex?

Q: Can I transfer BitCoin or other Coins to Purchase
Offerings?

A: Legal Settlements are created into securities tradable on
Entrex and are similar to what you might buy directly from
the Issuer/Company. Entrex provides exposure, credibility
and liquidity to the company and investors.

A: Yes. Potentially your regulated representative would have
to manage Anti-Money Laundering and/or Know Your
Customer requirements before fulfilling an order. This could
take a few business days additional time to execute the trade.

Liquidity of legal settlements are often restricted differently
between Interstate (Federal) and Intrastate (State)
offerings. Typically Federally exempt securities provide
liquidity channels investors and regulated entities
understand which can help investors liquify securitized
legal settlements.
Entrex’s technology helps manage compliance across the
different State and Federal security offerings.

Q: What is the difference between the OTC market,
and the Entrex Legal Settlement Market?
A: The Over the Counter, Markets, typically trade publicly
registered securities: Those companies who register with
the SEC and can therefore trade between retail investors.

Q: What are Entrex’s trading hours?
A: 7AM EST to 10PM PST currently.

Q: What are the cost for me to join the Entrex Market?
A: There is no charge for Investors to work with Entrex.
Legal Settlement Issuers pay a licensing and servicing fee
to Entrex and often a Due-Diligence fee to the Broker
Dealer representing their transaction.
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